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The US Marine Corps shares in common with the Army a requirement for mobility in operations that is often most graphically illustrated in the extensive use of helicopters in a wide variety of roles. Here CH-47 CHINOOKs transport US Army soldiers over Hawaii earlier this year. (Photo: US DoD)
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A common theme as the world adjusts to project management post-COVID-19 will be risk reduction. Airbus is proposing an incremental approach to the very ambitious and challenging Future Combat Air System (FCAS) programme that aims at managing the considerable risk. (Image: Airbus Defence & Space)

- Two comment columns in this issue deal with the growing problems in the escalating Libya situation. The US military recently released satellite imagery showing more Russian aircraft arriving in the beleaguered nation. (Photo: US AFRICOM)

Arquus revealed its new tactical vehicle, the FORTRESS Mk 2, in a virtual environment fully three months prior to its physical launch in September. (Photo: Arquus Defense)
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